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CHOPRA DAIRY FARM



Mr. Rajinder Singh in the year 1999 started a cattle business and till today is successfully operating by the 
name Chopra Dairy Farm. Our journey in the niche market, which is cattle industry, is going to mark two 
decades next year. In all these years, we have worked on the business plan. We, Wholesaler & Supplier, have 
partnered with right ranchers for purchasing Murrah Buffalo, Holstein Friesian Calf, Holstein Friesian Bull, 
White Cow, Sahiwal Bull, and other breed animals.

The founder created business contacts in a planned geographical area, so that everything goes smoothly. 
He knows what needs to be achieved and what strategies need to be applied for achieving the mission 
statement. He doesnt only focuses on buying and selling of Cows, Bulls and Buffaloes, but also on rightfully 
treating them. His passion towards the work he does is paving a way in a never-ending journey.

Nature of Business:    Wholesaler, Distributor, Trader & Supplier

Year of Establishment:  1999

Warehousing Facility:     Yes

We keep cattle in a shed in a prime location of Karnal, a city in the Indian state of Haryana. There are many 
dairy farms in the state, including the hi-tech dairy units equipped with advanced technologies in feeding 
practices, milking, cleaning & waste management. There are dairy farmers who practice traditional dairing 
methods, while there are some who have plunged to modern methods. Our company meet the cattle needs 
of such dairy farms. Our employees tale care of the cattle, provide them food and keep their area clean.

We understand that every dairy farmer or dairy plant owner needs a high quality cattle and therefore, the 
founder choose the right type of cattle from the rancher. We have a record of milk that our dairy cows 
produce. Not only this, we also maintain a chart that specifies the weight of each cow, calf, bull and buffalo. 

They can get the best breeds with excellent growth vigour

We take care of their nutrients need for physical development

We deal in medically tested and certified fit animals
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Holstein Friesian Cow Hf Dairy Cow Holstein Cow

Hf Cow Murrah Haryana Buffalo

Karnal Buffalo

HF Indian Cow

Our Products



Dairy Murrah Buffalo High Yield Sahiwal Cow Brown Sahiwal Cow

Indigenous Sahiwal Cow Sahiwal Cow Haryana Murrah Buffalo

Murrah Buffalo

Our Products
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Contact Us
Samora Village, Indri Tehsil, District, 
Karnal - 132041, Haryana, India         rajendersingh199009@gmail.com
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